
We create epic events and experiences with a personal touch
P R O P O S A L  P A C K A G E  J U L Y  2 0 2 2



Are you thinking of popping the
big questions soon? 

If you are thinking of making that special someone

the one, we understand it needs to be PERFECT! 

You'll need a great team to help, especially if you

are trying to keep it a surprise. Don't get me wrong,

I know parents and the bestie would love to help

but just how good are they at keeping secrets? 

Let us take care of the perfect marriage proposal

(one that will make everyone super jealous) so that

you can have your happily ever after. We'll set up

the scene, from the plot ideas to get you here, time

of day, photographer, soundtrack and bubbles to

celebrate everything required for a super romantic

marriage proposal.



Exclusive use of the tree alley space for 3 hours; 
complete with stunning fairy light canopy.

Romantic, candlelight table set for two.

Grazing board; complete with fresh and local produce.

Chilled bottle of Harvest Blanc De Blanc Sparkling.

Fresh seasonal florals for you to takeaway.

Romantic background music.

// $700

What's included ?



OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Combine with our Private Dining Experience for the perfect

post proposal soirée. Invite your friends and family along

for a dinner to celebrate the good news.

Ask about our Photography packages; including 30+ images

in an online gallery and sneak peaks within 24hours.

We can also book an acoustic musician to make sure every

detail is perfect.

 

Get in touch with us today to see how we can help you and

your future fiancée.

Everyone deserves a
                          fairytale ending.



 
Photography compliments of

BG Photography Co

Sarah Carter Photography and Films

HELLO@THEWILDVINE.COM.AU

WWW.THEWILDVINE.COM.AU


